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It is a truth universally accepted that a person who has a good brain should be in it. From Jane Austen to the Bronte sisters, 19th-century literature has chanted some influential female writers. The only downside is that they're not around anymore to keep churning out more top-notch novels. But don't
worry, there are tons of living authors who have taken over the reigns. Jane Eyrehas has been a particularly inspiring author of late; so many new releases take their own colorful backs on Jane's story, all with varying degrees of darkness. And of course, Pride and Prejudice has always been a favorite for
writers to play. But even beyond the blatant interpretation, it is obvious that these writers had long-term implications on how the literary canon approaches storytelling. Intense relationships, well-thought-out use of irony, and pension for secrets are all their trademark. Some of these books pay homage to
the classics, while others stand entirely on their own. Whether you want to take a dip in links or find completely new worlds to explore, you'll find yourself at home here. So all you Bronte fans and Austen-ites make yourself a cup of tea and settle in some lovely new reads.1. Madwoman Upstairs's
Catherine LowellI shied away from many duties reading this. Set now, Madwoman Upstairs will lead you on a wild literary treasure hunt, filled with tributes to Victorian literature. Years after her father dies in a mysterious fire, the last heir to the Bronte sisters, Samantha Whipple, arrives for her first year in
Oxford amid rumors of Bronte's secret inheritance. When she encounters a great professor, a mysterious key to her father, and the problems of Oxford University, Samantha dives into the life and letter of Bronte to try to unravel the mysteries of her own life. Click here to buy 2. Jane Steele Lindsay Fay
Reader, I killed him. So begins this dark and fascinating novel. Inspired by Jane Eyre, a young woman flees an abusive house, killing her tormentors. As she begins a new life, taking a job as a governess at Highgate House (to which she may be the heir), Jane gets drawn into a new world of love and
secrets, all the while fearing her murderous past will be revealed. It will have you turning the pages late into the night, of course. Click here to buy 3. Witchcraft and Cecilia: Or, Enchanted Chocolate Pot by Patricia K. Wrede and Caroline StevermerThis the book was first described to me as Jane Austen
plus FANTASY, and I immediately started itching to get a copy. Set in 1817 England, this book is fueled by two strong heroines, Kate and Cecilia, as they move through a world filled with grooms and magic. As Kate begins her first season in London and Secey stays at home in the country, two letters
back and forth, illuminating the holiday for any reader. In addition, some entertainment entertainment It was originally written through a letter game in which both authors sent letters back and forth each as their own character, and it shows in a first-class characteristic. It's easy to become one of your
favorite books. Click here to buy 4. My brilliant friend Elena Ferranteso, it takes place in the mid-20th century in Italy, but if you love the drama and intensity of the Victorian lit, you'll fall hard to Ferrante. John Freeman compared her letter to what she looked like if Jane Austen was angry. First in the well-
known Neopolitan series, My Brilliant Friend depicts the childhood of two young, poor girls as they grow up in troubled Naples, constantly comparing themselves to each other. You'll hang on every word, and even things as seemingly harmless as a pair of shoes will have you throwing your book on the
wall. Click here to buy 5. Magpie Hall's Rachel KingVictorian is lit by a tattoo. If it doesn't blow out your heights, I don't know what will. Described as a gothic novel inside a ghost story inside a Gothic novel, this book follows Rosemary Summerds (a lover of tattoos, vintage clothing and taxidermy) when
she returns to Magpie Hall to collect her inheritance from her recently deceased grandfather. However, when Rosemary discovers a box of Pandora's Victorian rarities, possibly exposing the truth about the mysterious disappearance of an ancestor, she is drawn into a new mystery. Exploring the taboos
around class and tattoos in the Victorian era, the effects of obsessive collection, and the nature of relationships (past and modern), this book takes you in fantastic directions. Click here to buy 6. Reader, I Married Him: Stories Inspired by Jane Eyre edited by Tracy Chevalier, first-class writers came
together in this great anthology to give stories inspired by the famous line from Jane Eyre, The Reader, I married him. Some of my favorite contributions to this collection, including Elizabeth McCracken, Audrey Niffenegger, and Tessa Haedley. Each story has its own talent and its degree of connection
with the original. Click here to buy 7. Scarlet Sisters: Sex, Suffrage, and scandal in the gilded age of Mira McPhersonThis non-fiction book immerses in the real life of two kickass Gilded Age sisters. Victoria Woodhall and Tenny Claflin. These women did not allow anything to stop them: they became the
first women to open a brokerage firm, the first female publisher of a radical weekly, and the first to write Marx's communist manifesto in the United States, Victoria became the first woman to run for president and the first woman to appear before a U.S. congressional committee, and Tenney ran for
Congress and became an honorary colonel of the Black Regiment. And on top of all these achievements, they adhered to the Victorian ideals of romance, freely loving and at the end marrying two of England's richest men. You'll say whoa every time you turn turns here to buy 8. Austinland Shannon
HaleIt's no secret that I love Shannon Hale, and in this book, she gave us all of Austin's fantasies. New Yorker Jane Hayes is obsessed with Darcy Colin Firth in the BBC version of Pride and Prejudice, and it destroys her love life. So when a wealthy relative sends Jane to an English resort served by
Austen-crazy women, all her dreams (and yours!)seem to come true. Click here to buy 9. Pride and Prejudice and the zombie Seth Grahame-Smiths movie is out soon, it's time to pick up this favorite adaptation of Austin classics. And believe me, you're devouring it. Because let's face it, the only thing
Pride and Prejudiceis missing is a horde of bloodthirsty zombies. (Except for the trappings of Victorian society as a horde of bloodthirsty zombies.) As Elizabeth and Darcy grapple with the undead, you are in for a heap of doses of reading delight. Click here to buy Images: Focus Features Filipino Literary
Modern Period characterized by the use of native languages as the primary tool of literary expression rather than foreign languages. The modern period began in the 1960s, but did begin to flourish after the end of the dictatorship of martial law in 1986. The Philippines was first captured by the Spaniards
in 1521, then by the United States in 1898 and by the Japanese in 1941. Philippine literature was transformed to take on the language of the occupiers at this time. A rich culture of popular narratives and traditions served as the basis of Philippine literature until the Spanish invasion in 1521. With the
Spanish invasion, these local literary traditions were undermined and replaced by the traditions of the Spanish language. One of the most heralded Filipino writers, Jose Rizal, wrote all his works in Spanish when he called for a revolution against the Spanish occupation. Since the invasion of the United
States in 1898, the language for literary works has turned to English, and new literary forms have been introduced, including a story, essay and a free verse poem. Many Filipino writers visited American and British schools during this period and returned Western literary traditions to the Philippines.
English was suppressed during the Japanese occupation in 1941 and replaced by Japanese literary traditions until 1946, when the Philippines became independent. The modern movement to use native languages in Philippine literature began slowly because of the repressive dictatorship of martial law
Ferdinand Marcos from 1972 to 1986. Since the end of the dictatorship, however, the Philippines has made efforts to restore the literary history of its native language, and the Philippine Higher Education Commission has ordered students to teach Filipino literature. ThoughtCo uses cookies to provide you
with a great user Using ThoughtCo, you take Use cookies. The most important holiday in Chinese culture around the world is undoubtedly the Chinese New Year, and it all started out of fear. The centuries-old legend of the origin of chinese New Year celebrations ranges from story to story, but each story
includes the story of a terrible mythical monster preying on the villagers. Lion as a monster is the name of Nian (年), who is also the Chinese word of the year. Stories include a wise old man who advises residents to ward off the evil of Nian by making loud noises with drums and firecrackers and hanging
red paper cutouts and scrolls on their doors because Nian is afraid of red. The villagers took the old man's advice, and Nian was conquered. On the anniversary of this date, the Chinese recognize the passage of Nian, known in Chinese as guo nian (过年), which is synonymous with New Year
celebrations. The date of the Chinese New Year changes every year because it is based on the lunar calendar. While the Western Gregorian calendar is based on the Earth's orbit around the Sun, the date of the Chinese New Year is determined in accordance with the orbit of the Moon around the Earth.
Chinese New Year falls on the second new moon after the winter solstice. Other Asian countries such as Korea, Japan and Vietnam also celebrate the lunar new year. While Buddhism and Taoism have unique customs during the New Year, Chinese New Year is much older than both religions. As in
many agricultural societies, the Chinese New Year is rooted in the celebration of spring, like Easter or Easter. Depending on where it is grown, the rice season in China lasts approximately from May to September (northern China), from April to October (Yangtze River Valley), or from March to November
(southeastern China). The new year was most likely the beginning of preparations for the new season. Spring cleaning is a common theme during this time. Many Chinese families clean their homes during the holiday. Celebrating the New Year could also be a way to break the boredom of the long winter



months. On Chinese New Year, families travel long distances to meet and have fun. Known as the Spring Movement or Chunyun (春运), a large migration occurs in China during this period as many travelers brave crowds to get to their hometowns. Although the holiday is actually only a week away, it is
traditionally celebrated as a 15-day holiday, when firecrackers are lit, drums are heard in the streets, red lights glow at night, and red paper cutouts and calligraphy hang on the doors. Children are also given red envelopes with money. In many cities around the world hold New Year's parades complete
with dragon and lion dancing. The celebrations end on the 15th day of the Lantern Festival. Food is an important part of the New Year. Traditional foods to eat include nian gao (sweet sticky rice cake) and savoury In China, New Year's Eve celebrations are synonymous with the Spring Festival (春节 or
choon chio), which is usually a week-long holiday. The origins of this renaming from Chinese New Year to Spring Festival are fascinating and not widely known. In 1912, the newly formed Republic of China, governed by the Nationalist Party, renamed the traditional Spring Festival to allow the Chinese
people to move on to the Western New Year celebrations. During this period, many Chinese intellectuals believed that modernization meant doing everything the West did. When the Communists came to power in 1949, New Year's Celebration was regarded as feudalism and steeped in religion, did not
approach atheist China. Under the Chinese Communist Party, the Chinese New Year was not celebrated for several years. By the late 1980s, when China began liberalizing its economy, the Spring Festival celebration became big business. Since 1982, China's Central Television has hosted an annual
New Year's Eve gala, which has been broadcast across the country and via satellite around the world. Over the years, the government has made a number of changes to its holiday system. The May holiday was extended and then reduced to one day, and the National Day holiday was made three days
instead of two. More traditional celebrations such as mid-autumn festival and Burial Day are emphasized. The only week-long holiday that has been saved is the Spring Festival.  Festival.  a history of contemporary chinese literature pdf. hong zicheng a history of contemporary chinese literature
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